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WELCOME & HISTORY

Dear Partner in Audiology,
Welcome to the 2022 version of our GSA catalog. The past couple of years have been very challenging, and we are happy to hear 
from so many of our friends that things are finally returning to “normal.”  We want you to know that we have not been idle during 
the last two years. We have been busy improving the services we offer. We added many new products and have recommitted 
ourselves to providing you with the best products designed to meet your needs and those of the people who serve our country.

At Westone, we are in a unique position since we not only provide world-class custom-fit earpieces for any number of 
applications, but we also offer all the audiological supplies and products that you may need to run your office. We carry anything 
from a simple pipe cleaner to cerumen management tools, a whole family of impression materials, and everything in-between. We 
want to ensure you that we can provide the most cost-effective products and services to you and are excited to invite every one of 
you to reach out to us. Let us put our 60 plus years of experience in the hearing healthcare field to work for you.

About Westone and the Military
Founded by Ron Morgan, a WWII veteran, in 1959, Westone and the military have had a special relationship for many years. We 
understand that serving in the armed forces and exposure to loud noise go hand-in-hand; unfortunately, it’s just part of the 
job. Protecting someone’s hearing is not as easy as people may think. Generic foam earplugs are readily available but can be 
uncomfortable at times, and unless inserted perfectly every time, they do not provide the level of hearing protection advertised. 
Traditional muff-style headsets are hot, bulky, and often impractical. Other earplugs can come loose during activity, and if the 
ability to communicate effectively while still blocking harmful noise is necessary, no ordinary earplugs will work.

Tests conducted by the United States Air Force Research Laboratory suggest that those who use custom-fit products experience 
a greater consistency of fit than generic over-the-counter hearing protection products. Westone hearing protection products 
are made from an impression taken directly from the ear. Because ears are just as unique as our fingerprints, only custom-made 
hearing protection can provide a perfect fit and repeatable effectiveness.

Not only does Westone offer custom-fit hearing protection products, but we also manufacture a line of communications and 
lifestyle earpieces that can help people enhance, protect, and enjoy their hearing no matter the application. Westone earpieces 
are available in a wide variety of styles and colors. They are appropriate for almost any application, they are virtually indestructible, 
and best of all, they are very affordable.

About ACCES®
ACCES® stands for Attenuating Custom Communications Earpiece System. ACCES® custom-fit communications products are 
unique and made exclusively for the U.S. military by Westone at our laboratories in Colorado Springs, Colorado. In the late 1990’s 
Westone partnered with the United States Air Force Research Laboratory under a Cooperative Research and Development Agree-
ment to research, design, build and test communications earplugs for the F-22 program. The goal of this partnership was to 
design a product that could improve hearing protection and communications for both pilots and ground crews.

The F-22 and other Air Force and Navy aircraft can generate extreme levels of sound. The primary benefit of ACCES® is that 
this product offers greatly improved speech intelligibility and hearing protection in high-noise environments. Military aviation 
personnel are exposed to hazardous noise levels that can severely degrade hearing and communications in seconds or minutes. 
By incorporating specialized electronics into custom-molded earpieces, ACCES® allows users to experience clear audio commu-
nications while protecting their ears from the damaging noise common in aerospace environments. ACCES® provides an average 
Noise Reduction Rating of up to 29 dB. ACCES® earpieces are designed to interface with sophisticated communications systems 
and provide the highest performance and most repeatable fit of any hearing protection device. ACCES® is approved as safe-to-fly 
in all US Air Force fighter, bomber, helicopter, and transport aircraft.

Westone has been crafting custom-fit earpieces for the human ear since 1959. We have made millions, each one of them hand-
finished from only the highest quality materials. Our products are in use by members of the U.S. Armed Forces around the world. 
Just call us and ask for one of our military products specialists. We will provide recommendations and the expertise to help with 
your specific needs.

Thank you for your service,
Your friends at Westone



IMPRESSIONS & CUSTOM-FIT EARPIECES

Making a Good First Impression

We cannot emphasize enough the importance of making a good ear impression; it is the cornerstone of all the work hearing 
healthcare professionals and manufacturers do when a custom-fit earpiece is required. The impression is the blueprint from which 
any custom-fit product for the human ear will be made. The quality of the finished product is directly related to the quality of the 
impression. Any problems or deficiencies in the ear impression can significantly affect patient satisfaction, comfort, and finally, the 
use of a finished custom-fit earpiece.

Problems with Impressions Could Lead to Repours

Always double-check the impression before sending it to Westone®. Here are common impression mistakes that can cause an 
impression to be rejected.

· Canals too short or under-filled can indicate that impression material never came into contact with the oto-dam.
· Under-filled impression, where there was not enough material used to make the impression; therefore, the landmarks that 
Westone® requires to ensure a good fit are absent.
· Impression with material drooping out of the concha bowl is an indication of an over-filled ear; this may have altered the 
contours of the concha bowl of the impression as the material drooped out of the ear.
· The tip of the syringe being too far away from the ear during the impression process causes a wormy-looking impression.
· Information missing; some of the anatomies of the ear are missing. This defect is seen most commonly in the helix curl and the 
upper half of the concha bowl but can also appear elsewhere in the ear.
· Voids are places where the ear impression did not come into contact with skin. These are easy to spot because the impressions 
are shiny and these voids can be large at times. Where impression materials cure against skin, they always have a matte finish.
· If there is hair in the ear canal, it can severely affect the seal of an earpiece. This seal is critical for any hearing instrument or 
hearing protection product.

What Makes a GREAT Impression
For years, we’ve made what our customers regard as the finest 
silicone ear impression material on the market. Today our material is 
formulated to reveal every detail and feature of the ear, and provide 
the best possible blueprint for any of our custom-fit products. They’re 
still pink, and as always, the best impression material money can buy. 

Please Note: Avoid repours and order delays by making the best 
impressions possible. Impressions that are deficient in critical areas 
will require a new impression to be submitted before your order can 
be processed.

1. Ensure that the the concha is full and has no voids
2. Ensure that the canal length is at or past the second bend
3. Ensure that the helix is complete and features no voids
4. Ensure that the tragus has been completely covered
5. Ensure that there are no shiny areas* on the impression
     (*Shiny spots on the impression indicate areas where impression  
         material did not come into contact with the ear.)
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Note: Second-bend, open-jaw impressions are recommended for these products. All earpieces sold through the Military Dept. 
are OtoBlast™ material (matte finish) only to provide maximum occlusion.

COMMUNICATION EARPIECES

AXAMK NRR 28dB
ACCES Vented
Modular silicone earpiece with a vent 
to equalize pressure in the ear canal.

-Features 
Custom-fit for maximum comfort
Cost-effective and environmentally 
friendly; Hand-crafted in the USA
-Suggested Uses
Aircrew Communications

-Includes
Pressure Vent, ACCES® Care Kit 
Includes: Oto-Ease® earpiece 
lubricant, Cerumen Removal 
Tool with Brush, Westone 
Cleaning Cloth, and a Polycon 
rigid storage case; ACCES® 
Modular Communications Cable 
is sold separately.

AXGMK NRR 29dB
ACCES Non-Vented
Modular silicone earpiece without a pressure vent.

-Features 
Custom-fit for maximum comfort
Cost-effective and environmentally 
friendly; Hand-crafted in the USA
-Suggested Uses
Groundcrew Communications, 
Helicopters

-Includes
ACCES® Care Kit Includes: 
Oto-Ease® earpiece lubricant, 
Cerumen Removal Tool with 
Brush, Westone Cleaning 
Cloth, and a Polycon rigid 
storage case; ACCES® Modular 
Communications Cable is sold 
separately.

AXMMC Not rated
Wingman Bundle
ACCES Earpieces bundled with Wingman Stereo cable.

-Features 
Custom-fit for maximum comfort
Cost-effective and environmentally
friendly; Hand-crafted in the USA
-Suggested Uses
Recreational

-Includes
One each, Wingman Stereo 
Cable (PN 79820), one pair, 
ACCES® Custom-fit Earmolds/
Earpieces – ACCES® Care Kit 
Includes: Oto-Ease® earpiece 
lubricant, Cerumen Removal 
Tool with Brush, Westone 
Cleaning Cloth, and a rigid 
Polycon storage case, ACCES® 
Modular Communications Cable 
is sold separately.



AXGMK NRR 29dB
ACCES Non-Vented
Modular silicone earpiece without a pressure vent.

Boom Mic Adapter
Allows you to connect the boom mic and ACCES communications cord to 
the helmet speakers. Self adhesive VELCRO® makes placement fast and easy. 
Comes with two female connections and one male connection.

PN 79712

Headset Modification Kit
Used to modify a headset to accept the ACCES communications cord. 
Easy do-it-yourself instructions available.

PN 79725

Helmet Modification Kit
Used to modify a helmet to accept the ACCES communications cord. 
Designed to eliminate the need for soldering the connections.

PN 79726

Helmet Retention Kit
Placed on the back of a flight helmet to keep the ACCES 
communications cable off the neck.

PN 79713 Medium
PN 79714 Large

ACCESSORIES

Deluxe Monitor Case  
The same high quality case that comes with our Elite Series™ In-Ear Musicians’ 
Monitors. The Deluxe Monitor Case features an airtight, waterproof seal and 
is virtually crush proof. Includes desiccant pod, Oto-Ease® earpiece lubricant, 
deluxe wax loop and cleaning cloth. Available in black only. 

PN 79210



CABLES & ACCESSORIES

Wingman Cable
Wingman turns your custom ACCES earpieces into a high-performance personal 
listening earphone with a 3.5 mm jack using the same  single balanced armature 
speaker technology as the Westone professional in-ear musicians’ monitors.

PN 79820

ACCES Modular Cable
The ACCES modular cable houses a micro speaker and fits all AXAMK
and AXGMK custom earpieces.

PN 79801, 0 dB
PN 79802, 6 dB
PN 79803, 14 dB

Oxygen Mask Communications Cable
The ACCES Oxygen Mask communications cable connects the ACCES modular  
cable and mask microphone to the aircraft communication system.

PN 79830

ACCES Helo Cable
ACCES modular cable with micro speaker designed specifically for SMB connection. 
Fits AXAMK and AXGMK custom earpieces.

PN 79812



CEP Full Shell Not rated
PN CEPSTF - PN CEP199-C01
PN CEP15F - PN CEP508-C15
PN CEPMIF - PN CEP402-C05
PN CEPMRF - PN CEP505-C11/V

CEP COMMUNICATION EARPIECES

-Features 
Custom-fit for maximum comfort
Cost-effective and environmentally 
friendly; Hand-crafted in the USA
-Suggested Uses
Flight Communications

-Includes
Oto-Ease® earpiece lubricant 
and Polycon rigid storage case

CEP Half Shell Not rated
PN CEPSTH - PN CEP199-C01
PN CEP15H - PN CEP508-C15
PN CEPMIH - PN CEP402-C05
PN CEPMRH - PN CEP505-C11/V

-Features 
Custom-fit for maximum comfort
Cost-effective and environmentally 
friendly; Hand-crafted in the USA
-Suggested Uses
Flight Communications

-Includes
Oto-Ease® earpiece lubricant 
and Polycon rigid storage case

CEP Full Shell earpieces provide a maximum full coverage protection 
and seal. The Full Shell earpieces may cause discomfort when helmets 
are donned. The helmet cup may be removed for comfort.
CEP Half Shell earpieces are cut straight across the concha bowl to allow 
the CEP cable to be set down into the ear canal and routed over the top 
of the ear for improved comfort.
Westone only produces and sells the custom earpieces that replace 
the CEP Kit Foam Ear Tips. All other items to complete the CEP 
configuration must be purchased from CEP Inc. or another vendor.

Note: CEP cable part number required for correct drill out size



AXHPK NRR 29dB

AXHPV
Custom solid silicone earpiece provides maximum noise suppression for 
any high-noise environment. Available with or without cord. AXHPV model 
has a pressure equalization vent.

AXSP NRR 27dB
Designed to promote comfortable and uninterrupted sleep. Great for 
shift workers and credited for saving many a relationship!

AXFLF NRR 29dB

AXFLH 
For hearing protection in a high noise environment where basic 
communication is necessary. Can be converted to a solid earplug 
by placing the “Pop Fit” connecting cord into the sound channel.

Note: Second-bend, open-jaw impressions are recommended for these products. All earpieces sold through the Military 
Dept. are OtoBlast™ material (matte finish) only to provide maximum occlusion.

HEARING PROTECTION

-Features
Custom-fit for maximum comfort
Cost-effective and environmentally 
friendly; Hand-crafted in the USA
-Includes
Oto-Ease® earpiece lubricant and 
polycon rigid storage case

-Suggested Uses
Heavy-Equipment, Aircrew, Ground Crew, 
Aircraft Flight Lines, Aircraft Maintenance, 
Airline Emergency Vehicles, Heavy-Equipment 
Operations, Construction, Shooting, Power 
Tools, Yard Work, Landscaping, and more.

-Features 
Custom-fit for maximum comfort
Cost-effective and environmentally 
friendly; Hand-crafted in the USA
-Includes
Oto-Ease® earpiece lubricant and 
polycon rigid storage case

-Suggested Uses
Sleep, studying, travel, snoring, concentration 
in noisy environments, or any time lowering 
overall sound levels is the desired outcome

-Features
Custom-fit/maximum comfort
Cost-effective and environmentally 
friendly; Hand-crafted in the USA 
Comes with 47 filter 
-Includes
Oto-Ease® earpiece lubricant and 
polycon rigid storage case

-Suggested Uses
Heavy-Industry, Construction, Motorsports, 
Aircraft Flight Line, Aircraft Ground Crew, 
Airline Baggage Handlers, Emergency Vehicles, 
Travel,



HEARING PROTECTION

AXAQ NRR 27dB
While designed for swimming or showering to prevent moisture from 
entering the ear canal, they also provide superb all-around noise 
reduction. They’re made with floatable silicone (AquaNot™) and have 
integral finger grips for easy removal. 

AXHCOM NRR 29dB
This skeleton style or full shell communications earpiece is most 
commonly used by law enforcement personnel in the field.

-Features
Custom-fit for maximum comfort
Cost-effective and environmentally 
friendly; Hand-crafted in the USA

-Includes
Oto-Ease® earpiece lubricant and polycon rigid 
storage case with hole
-Suggested Uses
Swimming, surfing, watersports, showering

-Features
Custom-fit for maximum comfort
Cost-effective and environmentally 
friendly; Hand-crafted in the USA; 
Comes with 47 filter

-Includes
Oto-Ease® earpiece lubricant
-Suggested Uses
Law enforcement and other personnel 
communications

Filters for Musicians’ Earplugs
Designed for use with the Westone AXES Musicians’ Earplugs, Etymotic 
Research® filters feature a flat frequency response.

PN 79314     ER-9 Filter, Clear, 2/pkg
PN 79411     ER-15 Filter, Clear, 2/pkg
PN 79428     ER-25 Filter, Clear, 2/pkg
PN 79433     Clear, 2/pkg (Solid Plug)

AXES 9/15/25dB filters
Musicians’ earplugs ideal for performing musicians and concert-goers. 
Popular with music teachers, dentists, flight attendants and anyone who 
needs to hear accurately in high-noise environments. Flat attenuation 
allows the wearer to hear sounds accurately but at reduced levels.
Includes 9, 15, or 25 dB attenuating filters and solid adapters on initial order.

AXES ACCESSORIES

CUSTOM-FIT  MUSICIANS’ EARPLUGS

Filtered Plug

Solid Plug

Note: Second-bend, open-jaw impressions are recommended for these products. All earpieces sold through 
the Military Dept. are OtoBlast™ material (matte finish) only to provide maximum occlusion.

-Features
Canal style with filament
-Includes
Oto-Ease® earpiece lubricant and 
black squeeze pouch

-Suggested Uses
Musicians, concert-goers, music 
teachers, and other high-noise 
environments



AXTRU 10/16/20/25dB filters
Musicians’ earplugs ideal for performing musicians and concert-
goers. Popular with music teachers, dentists, flight attendants and 
anyone who needs to hear accurately in high-noise environments. A 
low-profile earpiece - or flat attenuation  - allows the wearer to hear 
sounds accurately but at reduced levels. Includes 10, 16, 20, or 25 dB 
attenuating filters and solid adapters on initial order.

TRU WR20 Universal Audio Earplugs
Designed specifically for music enthusiasts who need sound filtering 
and reduction at concerts, clubs and other venues with loud music. 
While other hearing protection can sound muffled and unnatural, these 
music filters provide full frequency, enjoyable sound reduced to safe 
listening levels. Includes small zippered pouch.

PN 77702     TRU Universal WR20 Pink
PN 77703     TRU Universal WR20 Smoke
PN 77704     TRU Universal WR20 Blue

77702

77704

77703

HEARING PROTECTION

-Features
Canal style with removal 
filament; Custom-fit for 
maximum comfort
-Includes
TRU kit

-Suggested Uses
Musicians, concert-goers, music 
teachers, and other high-noise 
environments

DefendEar® Universal Shooter NRR 30dB
DefendEar shooter ear plugs are specifically designed to fit into any ear without 
the need for ear impressions. The Shooter allows for clear communication, as 
well as enhanced ambient awareness. When a gunshot is fired, the electronic 
circuit instantly suppresses the loud noise, protecting your hearing. 
 
Usable straight out of the box and featuring state-of-the-art digital 
technology, the new Westone Shooter offers an affordable way to experience 
comprehensive electronic hearing protection.
Features: 
• Output up to 86 dB 
• Three amplification levels 
• Wind noise reduction 
• Low profile 
• Universal fit 
• Comfortable 
• Hear conversations as normal 
• No gun mount interference 
• 1 Year warranty 

In the Box: 
• Right and left color-coded ear plugs 
• 5 Different sized high quality foam ear tips 
• 2 Spare wax guards 
• 1 Brush with magnet 
• 6 Size 10 batteries 
• 1 Zip pouch storage case

PN 78346



DEFENDEAR® DIGITALX™

DefendEar® DigitalX™1
The DX1 features a digitally optimized program that’s 
great for any type of general shooting environment. 
 
Features: 
- Push Button Volume Control 
- Dedicated On/Off Button 
- Digital DSP Circuitry 
- Mute 
- Low Battery Warning 
- Four Stage Digital Volume Control 
- Single Optimized Program 
- 6 Metallic Door Colors 
- WaterShield Protection 
- Size 13 Battery 
- 2 Year Warranty 

Includes: 
- Digital Kit

Ideal For: 
- Outdoor Use Only 
- General Shooting

The DX3 features three optimized programs ideal for either intermittent 
or continuous shots in addition to ambient sound enhancement. 
 
Features: 
- Digital Volume Control Switch 
- Dedicated On/Off Switch 
- Vocal Feedback 
- Startup program indicator 
- Minimum and maximum volume 
- Program selection 
- Mute 
- Low Battery Warning 
- Volume and Program Auto-Save 
- 3 Digitally Optimized Programs 
- 6 Metallic Door Colors 
- WaterShield protection 
- Size 13 Battery 
- NRR 26 
- IPIL: 37.3/44/42 
- 2 Year Warranty 

DefendEar® DigitalX™3

 
Includes:
- Digital Kit

Ideal For: 
- Outdoor Use Only 
- Recreational Shooting 
- Clay Target 
- Game Hunting 
- Competition Shooting

DefendEar® DigitalX™5
The DX5 is the most technologically advanced form of digital hearing 
protection that we offer! Features five different modes that detect game 
movement while providing impulse suppression for continuous shots. 
 
Features: 
- Digital Volume Control Switch 
- Dedicated On/Off Switch 
- Gunmetal Finish 
- Vocal Feedback 
- Low Battery Warning 
- Mute 
- Volume and Program Auto-Save 
- 5 Digitally Optimized Programs 
- 6 Metallic Door Colors 
- WaterShield protection 
- Size 13 Battery 
- NRR 26 
- IPIL: 37.3/44/42 
- 2 Year Warranty 

 
Includes: 
- Digital Kit

Ideal For: 
- Outdoor Use Only! 
- Indoor use only with 
additional protection 
- Tactical Situations 
- Recreational Shooting 
- Clay Target 
- Wingshooting 
- Game Hunting 
- Competition Shooting 
- Windy Conditions 
- Large Caliber Firearms



SiliClone® Cartridge Impression Material
SiliClone combines soft vinyl polysiloxane with the ease and convenience of pre-measured 
cartridges. Manufactured to our own strict specifications, SiliClone is highly accurate and 
dimensionally stable. Each cartridge contains enough material to make approximately 4 to 6 
impressions. 

PN 10153 S-50 cartridges, 8/pkg, no mixing tips   
PN 10154 S-50 cartridges, 8/pkg, 32 mixing tips   

IMPRESSION SUPPLIES

SiliClone® S-50 Cartridge Mixing Tips
Ideal for SiliClone in S-50 cartridges or any other S-50 impression material cartridge. 
These 5.4 mm tips completely mix the impression material as it is expressed into the ear. 
Discount pricing available on orders of three packages or more.

PN 20146 32/pkg  

SiliClone® 48-ML Impression Material
SiliClone combines soft vinyl polysiloxane with the ease and convenience of pre-mea-
sured cartridges. Manufactured to our own strict specifications, SiliClone is highly accurate 
and dimensionally stable. Each cartridge contains enough material to make approximate-
ly 4 to 6 impressions. Used with DMA 50 impression gun.

PN 10104 48-ml cartridges, 8/pkg, with 32 mixing tips  

SiliClone® 48-ML Mixing Tips
Designed for 48-ml cartridges, these 5.4 mm tips completely mix the impression 
material as it is expressed into the ear.

PN 20141 32/pkg  



Impression Taking Starter Kit
All the materials needed to begin making impressions. Kit accomodates 20 people.
Includes:
• Heine® Mini-Lux 3000 Otoscope, case and replacement specula  • S-50 Cartridge Impression Gun 
• SiliClone S-50 Impression Material, 8/pkg, 32 mixing tips • LED Lenser® Earlite 
• Foam ear dams, 4 sizes, 24 each (7 mm, 9 mm, 11 mm and 13 mm) • Earlite Tips, 4/pkg 
• Oto-Ease® lubricant, 100 individual doses • Wahl® Trimmer 
• Alcohol Prep Pads • 25 4” x 6”/ 10.2 cm x 15.2 cm zip lock bags 
• Shipping boxes addressed to Colorado facility 

PN 10161

Impression Taking Refill Kit
Everything needed to restock the Impression Taking Traveler/Starter Kit.
Includes:
• SiliClone S-50 Impression Material, 8/pkg, 32 mixing tips • Earlite Tips, 4/pkg 
• Foam ear dams, 4 sizes, 24 each (7 mm, 9 mm, 11 mm and 13 mm) • Oto-Ease® lubricant, 100 individual doses 
• 50 4-mm Heine Otoscope replacement specula • Alcohol Prep Pads 
• 25 4” x 6”/ 10.2 cm x 15.2 cm zip lock bags  
• Shipping boxes addressed to Colorado facility

PN 10162

Silicone Singles®
Newly reformulated Silicone Singles are the most convenient, accurate and unique silicone
impression system on the market! Each Silicone Single contains enough material to make 1
impression. Mix the two pre-measured components together on a SPLEAD pad. There’s no
mess, no measuring and best of all, no waste. Silicone Singles are as economical as they are
easy to use. Carry several in a briefcase or a traveling impression kit. Silicone Singles feature
high viscosity, Shore A hardness of 32 and a 3 to 5 minute set-up time.

PN 10204     50/pkg
PN 10205     100/pkg

S-50 Cartridge Impression Gun
Manual S-50 Cartridge Impression Gun is lightweight and easy to use. Model DS 50 is 
designed for all S-50 impression material cartridges.

PN 20112 

   

IMPRESSION SUPPLIES



BEST Syringe Replacement O-rings
Replacement O-rings to accommodate BEST syringe.

PN 20195 2/pkg  

BEST Syringe Replacement retainer ring
Best Syringe replacement retainer ring, Gray.

PN 20197

Wahl® Ear, Nose & Brow Trimmer
Battery operated trimmer is perfect for trimming hair away from the
ear canal before making an impression (1 AA battery included).

PN 20241

Bite Blocks
One-time-use styrofoam spacers hold a patient’s mouth open and in a 
comfortable position when taking open jaw impressions. Recommended for 
hearing protection devices and musicians’ products. 

PN 20251 100/pkg  

IMPRESSION SUPPLIES

Impression Taking Traveler Kit
The ultimate impression kit for the mobile hearing healthcare professional.
Includes:
• Heine® Mini 3000 Otoscope, case and replacement specula  • S-50 Cartridge Impression Gun 
• Wahl® Hair Trimmer • Earlite 
• SiliClone S-50 Impression Material, 8/pkg, 32 mixing tips • 25 4” x 6”/10.2 cm x 15.2 cm zip lock bags 
• Foam ear dams, 4 sizes, 24 each (7 mm, 9 mm, 11 mm and 13 mm) • Alcohol Prep Pads 
• Oto-Ease® lubricant, 100 individual doses • Earlite Tips, 4/pkg 
• Packaged in a crush-proof, waterproof and airtight carrying case 
• Shipping boxes addressed to Colorado facility

PN 10166



20302          20303          20304           20305
7 mm          9 mm          11 mm          13 mm

PROS® Pressure Relief Oto-Dam System
Manufactured with a ventilation tube that relieves air pressure that can build up while 
impression material is injected into the ear and when the cured impression is removed. Each 
package includes a specially designed slotted earlite tip.  

20301  Assortment (6 of each size), 24/pkg 
20302  7 mm, 24/pkg, (green) 
20303  9 mm, 24/pkg, (black) 
20304  11 mm, 24/pkg, (beige) 
20305  13 mm, 24/pkg, (blue) 

IMPRESSION SUPPLIES

The BEST Syringe
The ultimate in ease of use, comfort and infection control. The compact design is 
suitable for any size hand, but holds enough impression material for a complete 
ear impression. To guard against infection, specula are used as disposable tips. 
Each BEST Syringe comes with10 disposable tips. Available in standard green and 
gray. Use The BEST Syringe with silicone impression material only.

PN 20181     Standard Syringe 1/pkg
PN 20183     Standard Syringe 4/pkg

Replacement Earlite Tips
Replacement tips that fit the Disposable Earlite, the Oto-Probe II and the ENT Pocket Light.

PN 24121     Earlite tip, 4pk 
PN 24122     PROS Earlite tip, 4pk

Foam Ear Dams
Designed to fit any patient, these foam ear dams feature a string removal filament.

PN 20311     Foam stops, 7 mm, 50pk, white 
PN 20312     Foam stops, 9 mm, 50pk, black
PN 20313     Foam stops, 11 mm, 50pk, white
PN 20314     Foam stops, 13 mm, 50pk, blue

20311
7 mm

20312
9 mm

20313
11 mm

20314
13 mm

24121

24122



Blue Grinding Stone
Coarse blue grinding stone with a 3/32-inch shank. Perfect for modifying silicone 
earpieces. 

PN 41201

Oto-Ease® Earpiece Lubricant
Inserting earpieces is made easy with the new and improved Oto-Ease. Oto-Ease is 
a sterile, unscented lubricant designed specifically for custom earpieces. The unique 
formula provides a non-greasy, water-soluble solution for patients while also helping 
create an effective acoustic seal.

Note: Not recommended for someone with a perforated ear drum or with patent PE tube

PN 54015     1/2-oz bottle
PN 54011     Oto-Ease Display - 12 bottles

Oto-Ease, Individual Dose
Same great lubricant as Oto-Ease 1/2 oz. bottle but in a handy single-use packet. 100/pkg

Note: Not recommended for someone with a perforated ear drum or with patent PE tube

PN 54017     100/pkg

IMPRESSION SUPPLIES

Replacement Specula for Heine® Otoscopes
Replacement specula available in two sizes 2.5 mm (pediatric) and 4 mm (adult ). 
Discount price levels apply at quantities of two or more packages. 

PN 23121     2.5 mm, 50/pkg
PN 23131     4.0 mm, 50/pkg

Heine® Mini 3000 Otoscope
Compact modern pocket Otoscope features a unique design with direct 
illumination.

PN 23070

Mini 3000 Heine® Otoscope Bulb
Replacement bulb for the Mini 3000 Heine Otoscope. 

PN 23079



Purell Hand Sanitizer
Combines the broad spectrum efficacy of Purell with high-performance moisturizing.

Clinically proven to improve skin condition and help prevent dry, damaged skin 
caused by frequent hand-washing.

PN 40223

IMPRESSION SUPPLIES

Earmold Disinfectant/Cleaner
Specially formulated to clean, disinfect and deodorize earpieces. 

PN 40141     2-oz bottle
PN 40142     4-oz bottle

Alcohol Prep Pads
Large pads saturated with 70% isopropyl alcohol are ideal for use in the 
hearing healthcare clinic. Each pad measures 1.7” x 3.5” / 43 mm x 89 mm and is 
individually wrapped. 

PN 40211     200/box

Cerumen Management Starter Kit
Audiologist’s Choice® Earwax Removal System is perfect for home self-care. The kit 
includes 1/2-oz cerumen removal drops, a soft rubber earwash syringe and complete 
instructions. Replacement drops available in 1/2-oz bottles.

PN 54151     Kit 
PN 54155     1/2-oz bottle



SEIT COURSE AND KIT

SEIT was developed and standardized by USAF and Navy 
audiologists and is offered at Westone Laboratories in Colorado 
Springs, CO. This class instructs the user on proper ear impression 
techniques required for the production of custom earpieces for 
the ACCES communication system and other earpiece styles. 
The class consists of a lecture, discussion, and hands-on training 
in impression taking. The techniques taught follow the general 
procedures and practices common to the Hearing Healthcare 
field and related information.

IMPTRA  Minimum 10 person technical course

SEIT Class Kit 
PN 64200
Includes a variety of products used for hands-on training for SEIT class purpose.



OtoBlast™ Standard Colors

Camo Brown Rose Trans. Brown Smoke

(Up to 2 colors can be added to Cat Eyes)OtoBlast™  Cat Eyes Colors

DisappEar™ Standard Colors

DisappEar™ “B” DisappEar™ “C”DisappEar™ “A”

EARPIECE COLORS

Green Forest Green Camo Green Pink

Grey BeigePurple Brown

Clear White Black Red

Blue Classic YellowYellow Orange

OtoBlast™  Glitter Colors

Blue Green Red Purple

Pink GoldSilver Black

Turquoise

Camo Brown Grey

Classic Yellow

Camo Green Pink Purple Beige

Brown

White Black Red Blue

Yellow

Green

Orange

Forest Green
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